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In order to evade surgical modality employed in knee osteoarthritis (OA), healthcare providers have
developed knee cartilage regenerative techniques inducing stems cells. In this research, we compare
two types of treatments to overcome knee osteoarthritis: knee replacement and stem cells therapy. The
comparison on the basis of several aspects was established. The main concern of study was to assess
recovery time, procedure cost, recovery rate, and invasiveness aspects on the basis of patients’ perceptions
and reviews of experts. The results have effectively shown that the participants belonging from knee joint
replacement surgery group were more exposed to invasiveness and had to suffer much more pain and
complications as compared to the other group. Moreover, it was observed that participants belonging
from stem cells therapy group were likely to agree on the better exploitation of advanced technology in
the respective procedure as compared to the other group. Whereas, knee joint replacement surgery was
seemed to be more effective for patients in the last stage of OA who were suffering complete disability and
severe inflammation. Thereby, patients who were suffering from final stage of knee osteoarthritis were
not likely to attain stem cells therapy, as it seemed to be inadequate for the particular case.
Keywords: Knee osteoarthritis; Knee replacement; Stem cells therapy; Statistical analysis

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA), a frequent occurring disease among the elderly people, causes
disability and severe pain. Studies have shown, the weight bearing joints such as knee joint
are more susceptible to osteoarthritis. The medications and physiotherapy are although
effective, but at later stages patients are only left with an option to undergo total knee
joint replacement [1]. In this aspect, the role of poor knowledge regarding the attribution
of environmental factors and heredity cannot be overlooked in causing severe OA and great
disability. Knee-joint replacement (KR) surgery is followed by severe joint pain, radiographic
changes and the failure of alternative treatment modalities. Although weight and age are two
common causes of knee OA but there are several additional factors, which are responsible
for inducing the respective condition [2]. The total knee joint procedure is highly invasive,
and patient has to suffer from great disability for several weeks after the procedure is done
[3]. The need for adaptation of an alternative treatment modality seems crucial to reduce
the invasiveness aspects. Studies also highlight an alternative method of treatment that is
stem cells (SC) therapy. SC therapy is helpful in regeneration of the knee cartilage followed
by reduction in the overall disability and pain [4]. The regenerative techniques seem not only
less invasive but can also assure repeatability if needed with no or negligible side effects.

A number of studies have been devoted to study the effectiveness of both KR and SC
treatments for knee OA. According to [1], knee OA patients most likely consider surgical
options, and this led them to embarrassment. Patients with knee OA experience pain and
disability along with lose in occupational activities. Similarly, in [2] total KR was outlined
as the most common treatment for end stage knee OA [2]. The demand of total knee
joint replacement procedure is expected to reach 3.48 million in a year by 2030 [2]. The
performance of artificial knee joint through the patients’ biomechanical data based on the
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activities of walking, stepping up and down, sitting and rising from
chair were monitored. The importance of developing instruments
and techniques in order to attain enhanced artificial knee joint
alignment cannot be overlooked. In [3], authors suggest utilizing CT
scanner device for the identification of femoral head center more
precisely. The report [4] identifies that hip and knee joint disorders
are ranked as 11th greatest cause of disability worldwide. Knee
disorders in cartilage if diagnosed earlier stage might overlook the
danger of knee joint replacement.

The study [5] clearly evaluates the capability of adipose tissuederived stem cells (ADSC) therapy to overcome the pain and
disability in knee OA [5]. It further explains that approximately
20% of Knee joint replacement patients experience loss of function
in the next 12 months of procedure. The report [6] elaborates the
significance of implementing ADSC therapy techniques for SCD
(Sickle cell disease) patients to overcome knee OA [6]. It was seen
that procedure was safe and feasible and moreover the results were
satisfactory. The pain and disability were decreased in 29 patient
out of 33, whereas 4 patients claimed to have no significant change
in pain or disability. In [7], the report discusses on the complications
of procedure in acquiring plasma rich platelets. Authors focused
on the interventions to motivate healthcare providers on adopting
better and non-invasive means of treatment. The biological
strategies for healing of tendon bone to overcome osteoarthritis
was investigated in [8]. Some of the common biological strategies
are stem cell therapy, tissue engineering, Injecting PRPs and
gene transfer. Despite categorizing stem cell therapy to have
promising potential in cartilage healing, the study also discusses
its limitations. Authors demonstrate that long term effects of stem
cells therapy are still scarce based on human study. The significance
the SCs procedure repeatability approach was discussed in [9],
thus there is no complication in repeating the procedure. Whereas,
when it comes to knee joint replacement technique, the option to
repeat the procedure is rather complicated and highly expensive.
Therefore, in authors’ perception the aspects of efficacy and safety
are rather missing in regard to knee replacement approach. In [10],
authors highlight the efficacy of exercise by means of cost-utility
analysis meant for adult population suffering osteoarthritis. The
cost utility analysis was based over 514 participants, which helped
to understand the effects of appropriate exercise over pain and
disability caused by Knee OA. The analysis efficiently high spots the
significance and welfares of acquiring appropriate exercise therapy
in order to attain reduction in disability caused by knee OA. The
work in [11] delivers clear understanding on the reliability aspects
of stem cell therapy. The report’s outcomes are based on the data
attained form patients’ 5-year follow-up. In some patients, the
parameters declined in the respective time period as compared to
improvements occurred in 6 months. Whereas, others had totally
different case and no decline was observed in any of the parameter.
Due to limited capacity for natural cartilage, no treatment
approach is that much effective [12]. The most reported means
of treatment considered by patients are medications and
physiotherapies before total joint replacement. In [12], it was also
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highlighted that the knee joint replacement is not recommended to
patients’ underage of 55. In [13], the fact regarding SCs that most of
the present studies are focused on tissue regeneration abilities was
highlighted. While SCs can be utilized in regeneration of other body
parts such as cartilage and bone. Its further highlights that any
sort of disability occurred due to infection can be easily recovered
using these stem cells. According to Author perception, apart from
knee joint injury, stem cells can effectively play significant role in
regeneration of knee cartilage.

The effects infusion and injection of concentrated adipose
tissues in the decreased part are discussed in the respective study
[14]. The authors illuminate that apart from surgical procedures,
cell injection approach is rather more feasible and non-invasive.
Although, the outcomes may vary according to the different
variables such as condition, age and the cause of disease within the
patient. The report [15] demonstrates the significance of primary
and secondary prevention strategies to avoid knee osteoarthritis.
Primary strategies include risk reduction techniques by avoiding
exposure to certain injury. Whereas, secondary strategies entail
early detection and treatment of factors which are significant
in developing osteoarthritis. Meta-analysis based on 27000
individuals reveal that neuromuscular training programs are
crucial in preventing ACL (Anterior cruciate ligament) injuries,
which ultimately prevents osteoarthritis on later stage. The impacts
of the heredity and environmental conditions on the patients’
knee OA were investigated in [16]. From the reports [16], it can
be perceived that patients who experienced healthy environments
were less likely to develop osteoarthritis problems as compared
to others. Despite of the heredity conditions causing knee OA, the
environmental impacts along with physical exercise helped the
patients to reduce the rate of degeneration in knee joint.

The report [17] intended to cover the effects of total knee joint
replacement on the quality of life of patients. In the particular
regards, authors have utilized statistical techniques to understand
the relation between quality of life of patients before and after
the procedure. By means of statistical techniques, authors clearly
reveal the improvement in quality of life of patients after the
surgical procedure. While the cost effect analysis shows the cost
and expenses increased for the patients who had scenarios of
lower physical function and attained complete knee replacement
as compared to others. In [18], the comparison between cost
analysis and effectiveness over knee joint replacement procedure
were anticipated. In authors perception and observation, the
patients with 1st and 2nd stage of knee OA were likely to spend less
amount of cost as compared to patients with 3rd and 4th stage of OA.
In addition, the report also establishes the wellbeing of exercise,
diet and weight reduction techniques to induce cost effective
outcomes in the patients . The data sets were based on 325 patients
with average age of 63. In this study, we intend to compare the
perceptions of patients undergoing knee OA on their awareness of
the types of treatments, mainly KR and SC therapy, and to assess the
benefits of SC therapy over KR surgery using statistical techniques.
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Material and Methods
Research methodology and data collection
The study is based on mix methodology hence both types of
methods (qualitative and quantitative) were used for data collection
and analysis. In order to attain qualitative data, four healthcare
providers were interviewed. These healthcare providers were asked
to provide their valuable feedbacks regarding both the treatment
procedures employed to overcome knee OA. Furthermore, their
opinions were also attained concerning the patient awareness
perspectives regarding these two procedures. Whereas the
quantitative data was achieved by means of questionnaires which
encompassed several parameters based on the variables for
acquiring a better perception on treatment procedures.
There were 17 patients, who belonged to SC therapy group.
While 25 participants were from KR group. Hence, the total sample
size was 42. The experts and patients belonged to hospitals from
Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan. In total, 29 questions were asked from
knee OA patients treated by KR and SC procedures. In Table 1, the
list of variables and their nature are described. Except age and
weight of patients, all other variables were qualitative.

Statistical analysis framework

The data collected through questionnaires for 29 variables
described in Table 1 have been analyzed by various statistical
procedures to get meaningful information about perceptions
of patients for knee OA treatment. Statistical analysis in terms
of frequencies, descriptive parameters and graphs has been
conducted. Comparative analysis of the perceptions of patients using
parametric/non-parametric tests: randomness, normality, t-tests/
Mann-Whitney-U were established. As such, the data analysis has
been divided into following four phases. The SPSS software has
been used to note all results, and then expert interpretation of the
indicators obtained through statistical tools have been discussed in
detail along with the results.
Phase I. Percentage frequency multiple bar charts: The
percentage response of patients for all variables have been
compared using percentage frequency multiple bar charts. These
charts help in understanding the priority and distribution of
patients’ perceptions on various aspects concerned with KR and SC
procedures of treating knee OA.
Phase II. Randomness and normality: Screening the data
on all variables for normality and randomness. The Runs and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests have been at a level of significance, α =
0.05 for checking randomness and normality of the variables with
both types of treatments, leading to the use of both tests 42 times.
The hypotheses associated with these tests have been set as:
Null hypothesis, H0 : Data is random/normal.

Alternative hypothesis, H1 : Data is not random/ normal.

The p-values, which represent the probability of the likelihood
of H0 or evidence in favor of H0 were noted, and the interpretation
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have been made on basis of following criteria.

A. If p-value > α, then there is enough evidence to conclude
that the data is random/normal.
B.
Otherwise, if p-value ≤α, then there is not enough evidence
to conclude that the data is random/normal.

Phase III Type of test for inference: If data is both random
and normal then we use parametric (Par) test, otherwise nonparametric (N-Par) test for inferences, like average perception
comparison, correlation etc.

Phase IV Average perception comparison: Comparison of average
(mean/median) response of patients of both types of treatments
using sampling distribution of means and medians. In case of
parametric cases, Students’ t-test with independent samples choice
has been used at α=0.05 which compares whether the average
response of patients with regard to arithmetic mean has been same
or not for patients undergoing both types of treatments. On the
other hand, Mann-Whitney-U test was used at α=0.05 to compare
median perception of patients treated by KR and SC procedures on
all variables in Table 1. In the case of these tests, the procedure to
screen-out and infer about the average (mean/median) response
in given below.
A.
B.

Null hypothesis, H0: Average perception of KR and SC patients is
same/there’s no significance difference between the response
of both types of patients.
Alternative hypothesis, H1: Average perceptions of KR and
SC patients for a variable (aspect) significantly differ. If
p-value >0.05, then there is enough evidence to conclude
that the average response is same for both groups of patients,
otherwise, there is not enough evidence to conclude that the
perceptions are same for both groups for different variables
in Table 1.

Results and Discussion

Corresponding to the phases I-IV in section 2.2, the results
are presented here, and inferences about different aspects are
established. Figures 1-29 illustrate the percentage variation in the
response of patients of both treatments versus the selected options
for all 29 variables asked through questions Q1-Q29 of Table 1. The
age (years) and weights (kgs) of patients are shown in Figure 1 &
2. Most of the patients from SC therapy group belonged to forty-five
years of age whereas most of the patients of KR group belonged
to 60 years of age. Most of the SC therapy patients weighed 62kg
whereas KR patients weighed 70kg mostly. Profession of patients in
Figure 3 varied from teaching, management, drivers to housewives
and businesspeople. It was seen that most of the patients in SC
method belonged to management profession. On the other hand, KR
and SC patients were largely related to outdoor, continuous sitting
and indoor job descriptions. From Figure 4, it is apparent that most
of the patients in stem cells therapy group were females whereas
most of the patients in knee replacement surgery were male.
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Question

Variable Name

Nature

1

Age

Quantitative

3

Profession

Qualitative

5

Cause of Knee OA

2

Weight

4

Gender

6
7
8

Disease awareness point
Osteoarthritis Stage

Pain level before procedure

9

Pain level during procedure

11

Pain disturbing normal routine

13

Treatment selection approach

10
12
14
15

Pain level after procedure
Pain durations

Procedure cost

Procedure expense

16

Cost based service satisfaction

18

Projected time recovery

17

Recovery time

19

Delay in projected time

20
21
22
23
24

Job continuation

Exercise allowed

If complications occurred
Type of complications

Damage to surroundings

25

Long term complications

27

Reliability and Long lastingness

29

Log-term medication

26
28

Technology employment
Side effects

Quantitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Figure 2: Comparison of weight (Kg) of patients
(Q2).

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Figure 3: Comparison of profession of patients
(Q3).

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Figure 4: Comparison of gender of patients (Q4).

Figure 1: Comparison of age (years) of patients
(Q1).
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Figure 5: Comparison of cause of knee OA (Q5).
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Figure 6: Comparison of the moment of realization
of undergoing knee OA (Q6).

Figure 7: Comparison of stage of disease in
patients (Q7).

Figure 10: Comparison of pain level after treatment
(Q10).
The cause of disease has been compared in Figure 5, which
clearly depicts that the age was the most common cause for
occurring of knee OA among both groups of patients. Figure 6 show
that most of the SC patients had got disease awareness earlier
than the patients from KR group. Figure 7 expresses about stage of
knee OA at which the patients started to seek respective treatment
procedures. KR patients experienced treatment procedure at stage
3 and 4, while SC patients acquired treatment at every stage with
trend declining for SC as stages progress. The extent of pain level
experienced by patients before, during and after the treatment has
been compared in Figures 8-10. Before the procedures, most of
the patients had to suffer from moderate to extreme level of pain,
see Figure 8. From Figure 9, it appears that most of SC patients
had suffered moderate level of pain during procedures, while
there were several KR patients who suffered extreme level pains.
It is clear from Figure 10 that most of SC patients were likely to
experience minimal level of pain whereas least number of patients
in KR group suffered minimal level of pain after procedure.

Figure 8: Comparison of pain level before treatment
(Q8).

Figure 11: Comparison of pain disrupting routine
(Q11).

Figure 9: Comparison of pain
treatment (Q9).

Res Med Eng Sci

level during

From Figure 11 a clear perception can be attained regarding
levels of pain disrupting normal routine of patients. The normal
routines of KR patients were extremely disturbed, and they
faced great disability for certain duration after procedure. An
understanding on the durations of pain experienced by patients
after procedure can be attained through Figure 12. SC patients
were likely to experience pain less than a month while most of the
KR patients had suffered three to six months of pain. In Figure 13,
Copyright © Muhammad Mujtaba Shaikh
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the insights on patients’ approach to choose respective treatment
procedure can be sensed. It was patients’ perception that SC
therapy expresses higher success rates. While a class of KR patients
were seemed to have no other choice.

Figure 15: Comparison of borrowing finance for
treatment (Q15).
Figure 12: Comparison of pain duration of
treatments (Q12).

Figure 16: Comparison of cost-based service satisfaction (Q16).
Figure 13: Comparison of treatment selection
(Q13).
In regard to procedure cost, it is observed from Figure 14 that
the SC therapy procedure was relatively cheaper as compared to
KR procedure. Through Figure 15, we can attain a perception
regarding patients’ ability to bear their procedure expenses. Most
of SC patients did not require to borrow any finance whereas KR
patients were likely to borrow little finance. It is apparent from
Figure 16 that patients from both groups seemed to be satisfied
from the services they received. However, the number of patients
who were not satisfied with the offered services were more in SC
group.

Figure 14: Comparison of procedure cost (Q14).
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The concerns of recovery time can be established from Figure
17. It can be observed that recovery time solely depends on the
condition of patients in SC therapy whereas KR patients took 3 to
6 months for recovery from disease. Figure 18 shows that patients
of KR recovered in expected time whereas SC therapy patients took
more than projected time period for recovery. In Figure 19, KR
patients data exhibit minimum delay in expected time period. On
the contrary, SC therapy data shows that many patients experienced
delay in their projected time of recovery. The delay in time for SC is
apparent due to the time required for regeneration of knee cartilage
and its health.

Figure 17: Comparison of recovery time from disease (Q17).
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Figure 18: Comparison of whether recovered in
projected time (Q18).

Figure 19: Comparison of delay in recovery(Q19).
From Figure 20, it is clear that SC patients were able to carry
on their jobs while KR patients were not allowed to continue their
job. Figure 21 shows percentage of exercise permitted to patients
of both types. It shows variations in data and can be related to the
perception of patients about the recovery time. Figure 22 shows
that the patients undergoing KR suffered complications more than
SC patients. The types of procedure complications are described
in Figure 23. Data show that 80% SC patients were free from
complication while a small group faced complications. On the other
hand, majority of KR patients were also free from complications,
but many suffered from severe pain, swelling and infection. Figure
24 depicts that SC procedure caused least damage to surrounding
structures, but data of KR patients shows variations. For the case of
long-term complications, Figure 25 depicts that the patients of SC
therapy got no long-term complications however, patients of KR –
although a small group – faced some long-term complications.

Figure 20: Comparison of job continuation immediately after the treatment(Q20).
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Figure 21: Comparison of extent to which exercise
and movements allowed (Q21).

Figure 22: Comparison of whether any complications during procedure(Q22).

Figure 23: Comparison of type of complication
(Q23).

Figure 24: Comparison of damage to surrounding
structure (Q24).
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Figure 25: Comparison of whether any long-term
complications (Q25).
Figure 26 describes about the technology used in both
procedures. Data shows that SC therapy used more advanced
equipment than KR procedure. Regarding long-lasting and
reliability, as in Figure 27, both procedures were found to be reliable
and long-lasting with not much of a difference. Figure 28 shows
more than 60% SC patients had no side effects after the procedure
and only small percentage had to face complication like infection.
On the other hand, 50% KR patients after getting artificial knee
needed support for walking and small percentage of people faced
side effects like severe pain, prolong bed rest and ulcer. When asked
about whether patients had to take any long-term medications
as shown in Figure 29, a substantial contrast between patients’
perceptions of both treatments was observed. Mostly, SC patients
were not asked to take medicines while the KR patients were on
medication for a long period of time.

Figure 28: Comparison long-term side effects
(Q28).

Figure 29: Comparison of whether long-term
medications (Q29).
The results obtained in phase-II by using Runs and KolmogorovSmirnov tests to screen the variables for randomness and normality,
respectively so that the respective type of test - Par or N-Par-could
be identified are shown in Table 2. If p-value was higher than 0.05 in
a particular test for a particular variable, then variable was found to
be random and/or normal, and Yes (Y) is labeled besides, otherwise
No (N) is mentioned in Table 2.

Figure 26: Comparison of quality of equipment
(Q26).

Figure 27: Comparison of whether procedure was
long-lasting and reliable (Q27).
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For the case of parametric tests, the data of variables have to
be both random and normal in both treatments, otherwise nonparametric test can be applied for further analysis. The details of
this selection are described in phase-III. It can be seen from Table 2
that only two variables: Age and Weight were the parametric types,
all others being non-parametric cases. It is always imperative to
infer about the population parameters on the basis of sample data
to see whether the results obtained from sample also represent the
characteristics of population [19]. Since the number of patients
in the data was 17 for SC and 25 for KR type, the comparison
performed in phase-I may or may not lead to the same insights if
more patient’s data could be added. To have an idea on whether the
perceptions of all SC and KR type patients if surveyed in future in
the same meaner under similar conditions will change or remain
same as the sample comparisons, a broader examination of data
on the basis of sampling distribution techniques has been used in
phase-IV as also detailed in [19].
Copyright © Muhammad Mujtaba Shaikh
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Table 2: Results on normality and randomness with Yes (Y) and No
(N), and parametric (Par) or Non-parametric (N-Par) type of test.
Variable

Normal

Random

Test type

KR

SC

KR

SC

Age

Y

Y

Y

Y

Par

Profession

N

N

N

N

N-Par

Cause of Knee OA

N

N

Y

Y

N-Par

Weight

Gender

Disease awareness point
Osteoarthritis Stage

Pain level before procedure

Pain level during procedure
Pain level after procedure
Pain disturbing normal
routine
Pain durations

Treatment selection approach
Procedure cost

Procedure expense

Cost based service satisfaction
Recovery time

Projected time recovery
Delay in projected time
Job continuation

Exercise allowed

If complications occurred
Type of complications

Damage to surroundings

Long term complications
Technology employment

Reliability and Long lastingness
Side effects

Log-term medication

Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N

N

N

N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N

Y
Y
Y

N

N

Y

Y

N
N

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N
N

Y

N
N
N
N
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y

N
N

Par

N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par
N-Par

By using t-test on parametric type cases and Mann-Whitney-U
test on remaining at 0.05 level of significance, statistical evidence
on the average perceptions of all SC and KR patients who might be
surveyed in future on same aspects have been gathered to broaden
the implications of this study. Figure 30 show the observed p-values
for all variables obtained by using t/MW-U tests, and a borderline
at a level of significance 0.05. As described in phase-IV framework,
the average perceptions of any KR and SC patient, if surveyed, will
have significant difference if p-value is lower than 0.05, otherwise
the average perception or response would be considered same. It
can be seen From Figure 30 and Table 3 at 0.05 significance level
that mean age-group of the patients was not significantly different,
whereas there was a significant difference in their respective
weights. Similarly, the median profession and gender has also been
Res Med Eng Sci

same. The difference in perceptions of patients about the cause
of knee OA, awareness point and disease stage were also nonsignificant.

Figure 30: Comparison of average perceptions on
basis of p-values for all variables.
Regarding the level of pain before, during and after the
treatment, there was significant difference in patients’ response
in some cases. Before and during the procedures, the average
perception about pain levels among the patients was almost same
at 0.05 significance level, whereas after the procedures the extent
of pain was significantly different. At 0.1 margin of significance, the
pain level perceptions, however, has been different. The routine
disturbance due to pain were also found to be significantly different
for both SC and KR patients. The responses of patients on duration
of pain were also significantly different. The selection approach of
treatment was found to be significantly different as also shown in
Figure 13.

On average, the patient’s perceptions about cost of procedure
and whether they had to borrow loans to bear the expenses were
also significantly different. On the other hand, the cost-based service
satisfaction levels on average has been same. As demonstrated
previously in phase-I the cost for SC therapy was significantly
lower than KR process, yet the patients have same satisfaction
level. While patients’ responses on time of recovery and projected
recovery time had been same on average but there is an evidence
of difference of opinion at a slightly higher significance level about
their perception on possible delay in the time of recovery. Same is
Copyright © Muhammad Mujtaba Shaikh
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observed in cases of normal routine works after treatment in terms
of job continuation and exercise allowed, and over-all responses
about long lastingness and reliable effects. The patient’s responses
were on average same at a lower significance level, whereas at
0.1 level of significance (as in Table 3) they are likely to differ
significantly. The responses received by asking whether there had
been any complications and the types of complications show nonsignificant difference on average for both types of patients. There
was a significant difference in median responses of patients when
asked about whether the treatment caused damage to surrounding
structures, had there been any long-term complications, the
technological level of equipment used in procedures, side effects of
the treatments and was long term medication compulsory.
Table 3: Results on any significant difference between the perceptions of SC and KR patients.
Variable

Test name

Significant difference
(Y/N)
α = 0.05

α = 0.1

Age

t

N

N

Profession

MW-U

N

N

Cause of Knee OA

MW-U

Weight

Gender

Disease awareness point
Osteoarthritis Stage

Pain level before procedure

Pain level during procedure
Pain level after procedure

Pain disturbing normal routine
Pain durations

Treatment selection approach
Procedure cost

Procedure expense

Cost based service satisfaction
Recovery time

Projected time recovery
Delay in projected time
Job continuation

Exercise allowed

If complications occurred
Type of complications

Damage to surroundings

Long term complications
Technology employment

Reliability and Long lastingness
Side effects

Log-term medication

Res Med Eng Sci

t

Y

Y

MW-U

N

N

MW-U

N

N

MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U

N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

MW-U

N

N

MW-U

N

N

MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U
MW-U

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

N

N

Y

Y

N
Y
Y

MW-U

N

MW-U

Y

MW-U

N

Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

The over-all comparison was also repeated at a level of
significance 0.1 to see if there had been a slight chance of change
in perceptions of SC and KR patients. The results had almost been
same at 0.05 and 0.1 levels as discussed above, except in the cases
of variables in Q9, Q19-21 and Q27. In these variables increasing
level of significance from 0.05 to 0.1 changed the interpretation into
the patients showing significant difference instead of no difference
on average. The results discussed in phase-IV procedure, wherever
show change in average perception must be seen together with the
corresponding results in phase-I. Such correspondence enables to
conclude that the difference of perceptions among both types of
patients show the precedence of less invasive SC therapy procedure
over the highly invasive KR surgery.

The findings identify alternative options available to overcome
knee osteoarthritis. Based on the statistical analysis, it was
prominent that patients who were suffering initial level of knee OA
were likely to attain great benefit. SC therapy helped the patients
to restore their lifestyles and routines without undergoing surgical
interventions. However, the SC therapy seemed ineffective on the
patients who were suffering final stage of OA, they were only left
with the option to acquire total knee replacement. Considering the
association of risks and side effects with highly invasive procedure
of total knee joint replacement, patients showed their immense
satisfaction on the therapeutic procedure. On the contrary side, the
lack of awareness regarding advanced medical procedures led the
patients to overlook other opportunities of treatment. With this
optimistic statistical analysis, it would be rather easy to educate and
motivate the patients to decide for alternative medical techniques.
Moreover, the awareness can also play enormous role in adopting
better healthcare facility.

Conclusion

Non-surgical procedures have gained vast significance in
healthcare sector. Regardless of the cost and outcomes, peoples are
more interested to acquire remedies that can be helpful to overcome
certain disease without surgery. Similarly, the study was conducted
to compare total knee joint replacement method with stem cells
therapy and the outcomes were optimistic. The study shows that
therapeutic procedure was rather less expensive and more effective
at initial stages of knee OA. In addition, the therapeutic procedure
has the ability to be repeated more than once with no apparent side
effects. While the case of KR procedure was different, there were
more chances of complications in recurrence of disease. Although,
surgery is the only option for patients suffering last stage of OA, the
further development in tissue engineering and similar therapeutic
procedures will soon coup with the particular.
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